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FOREX MARKET EXPLAINED
Definition of Forex
Foreign Exchange (FOREX) refers to the foreign exchange market. It is the overthe-counter market in which the foreign currencies of the world are traded. It is
considered the largest and most liquid market in the world. Foreign exchange is
the exchange of one currency for another or the conversion of one currency into
another currency.
Due to the high liquidity in the FOREX market, one can buy/sell instantaneously
without having to worry about being ‘trapped’ in a trade. It is an extremely
balanced market.
The Foreign Exchange market is considerably the largest market in the world
with an estimated daily trading volume of around $6 trillion. In the Forex market,
there are a variety of players, ranging from banks, governments, international
corporations, insurance companies, professional traders, hedge funds and
millions of amateur retailtraders.
Forex trading not only creates an income opportunity but it can also be a
gateway to the creation of wealth, once you have mastered the art of trading.
Figure 1A: Forex Market vs Other Markets
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FOREX MARKET EXPLAINED
Low Barrier to Entry

Volatile Market

In FOREX trading, some online brokers offer mini or micro trading accounts,
some even requires only a minimum deposit of USD100. It does not take much
to get started as a currency trader.

The volatile nature of the Forex market will present you with multiple trading
opportunities, allowing you to have flexible trading hours.

LEVERAGE is available in forex trading. This allows traders to control a much
larger total contract value even when a small deposit. Leverage allows traders to
acquire better profits and minimizing risk capital. However, risk management is a
must to master while trading with leverage as it can lead to large losses.

Volatility refers to the amount of uncertainty or risk involved with the size of
expected changes in a currency exchange rate.
High volatility means the exchange rate can potential have a drastic change over
a short period of time in either direction.
Low volatility means the security value does not fluctuate, and price might
either move steadily over time or might seem to not move at all.

Flexible Hours
Forex trading can be done at any time of the day and any place you are at, even
when you are on a holiday, as long as internet is available. There is no fixed
timing as to when you can trade or when you cannot trade, it all depends on
your personal schedule as to when you are free to trade. Hence, you may even
consider trading as a second income while working a full-time job.
Traders are encouraged to practice applying their strategies for at least three months to
ensure consistent performance and success.

High Liquidity
Liquidity refers to the degree of your purchase of the asset or security to be
filled in the market without affecting the asset’s price. The trading volume of the
Forex market is larger than the stock, bond and futures markets combined.
Trading in a high liquidity market allows your orders to be filled at stable prices,
incurring lesser spread as well.
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FOREX MARKET EXPLAINED
24-Hour Market, 5 Days per week

Power of leverage

The lack of physical exchanges allows the Forex market to operate on a
24-hour 5 Days per week basis, across all time zones of major financial
centres around the world. In every financial centre, dealers will buy and
sell currencies over the 24-hour period during the entire five-day week.
The trading session begins in New Zealand (Wellington), followed by
Sydney, Tokyo, Hong Kong, Singapore, London and concludes in New
York and Los Angeles.

Forex brokers can give retail traders a leverage of up to 100:1 depending of
the rules and regulations of respective countries. However, traders need to
master proper risk managements to prevent misuse of such high levels of
leverage as it is a double-edged sword that has proven to be risky and fatal if
misused. A strategic risk management and position sizing approach can deter
the risks of misuse.
SG 3 PM

SG 8 PM

SG 5 AM

SG 7 AM

Low transactions cost
Most Forex brokers do not charge explicit commissions. The cost of
every trade is usually the bid-ask spread (i.e. the difference between
the bid and asking prices for a security). However, due to the high
liquidity in the Forex Market, you can expect the spread charges to
be minimal.

Global Banking Hours
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FOREX MARKET EXPLAINED
Market never closes, Money never sleeps
One of the advantages of being a Forex trader is the 24-hour 5-day
access offered by the market. It allows traders to trade on a session to
fit their schedules, to manage trades at the time of their comfort and
convenience, to participate in any news trading available, and to take
advantage of any global trading opportunities that arise in the market.
During the major sessions crossover, Forex traders can take advantage
of the volatility generated and make some money, provided if risks are
managed properly as well.
3 major trading intervals define the daily currency market. The AsiaPacific trading session, the European trading session, and the U.S
trading session. Generally, the Forex market is the most volatile when
the U.S and Europe market crossover. 8PM – 1AM (+8 GMT)

European Trading Session: 15:00 – 00:00 SGT
(+8 GMT)
Europe has an estimated of 40% market share of the daily Forex turnover, hence
making
Europe the largest and most important trading center in the world. London is one
of the 3 International Financial Centers (IFCs) and is equipped with full-service
banking infrastructures with advanced settlement and payment systems, resulting
is London being known as the “heart of global forex” as well.
As IFCs offer the deepest liquidity, most of the world’s largest banks keep their
dealing desks in London.
APAC trading session, considered as the slowest trading period, leads into the
European session. Traders will see an increase in volume and volatility as prices
begin to come from liquidity providers based in Europe.
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FOREX MARKET EXPLAINED
U.S. Trading Session: 20:00 – 05:00 SGT (+8
GMT)

The Overlap Sessions (Asian + European)
and (European + US)

New York is the second largest trading market, accounting to an approximate
of 20% of the world’s FX transactions. Majority of the transactions usually
happen during the U.S and European sessions crossover.

The highest volume of trading activities happens during overlapping
sessions.

The U.S.’s news release has the heaviest impact on the market. The most
closely watched news is U.S. Nonfarm Payroll and Unemployment.

This is when liquidity and trading volume are at its highest. Thus, large
price movements can be expected during these trading periods.
Keynote: Please be mindful of the currency pair that you are trading and
on which session of the market.

APAC Trading Session: 05:00 – 14:00 SGT (+8
GMT)

For example, if you were to trade AUD/JPY when both are mainly Asia
time traded currencies, do not expect this AUD/JPY price to move as
much during US sessions.

While New York and London are considered as important trading centers,
Tokyo, Hong Kong and Singapore are considered important trading centers as
well. During APAC trading session, the London and New York banks close their
official trading sessions. Hence, resulting in lesser volume and volatility in the
currency market.

On the same note, should you trade AUD/USD in the US session, then it is
highly due to the change in USD that caused the AUD/USD price to move.

This trading session is not as high as the U.S. and European trading session,
resulting in a smaller price movement, decreased in volatility, lesser breakouts
and a wider spread.
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FOREX MARKET EXPLAINED
Common Forex Terms

G7

Long

Buy

The Group of 7, G7, is a group of countries consisting of Canada, France,
Germany, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States.

Short

Sell

Bullish

Market is strengthening, rising

Bearish

Market is weakening, declining

Bid Price

The price at which the market buys a currency. This is the price
that the trader may sell the base currency

Ask Price

The price at which the market sells a currency. The trader can
buy the base currency at this price

Spread

Difference between the bid and ask price

Pips

Price Interest Point (PIP), unit of measurement to express the

change in value between two currencies
Leverage

Enables the trader to trade a larger position with a minimal

margin deposit
Margin

These countries, with the 7 largest advanced economies in the world,
represent more than 62% of the global net wealth with an estimate of $280
trillion. Being the 7 major advanced nations, they provide transparent news.
SYMBOL

CURRENCY PAIRS

TERMS USED

GBD/USD

BRITISH POUND/ US DOLLAR

CABLE

EUR/USD

EUROPEAN DOLLAR/ US DOLLAR

EURO

USD/JPY

US DOLLAR/JAPANESE YEN

YEN

USD/CHF

US DOLLAR/ SWISS FRANC

SWISSY

USD/CAD

US DOLLAR/CANADIAN DOLLAR

LOONIE

AUD/CHF

AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR/ US DOLLAR

AUSSIE DOLLAR

EUR/GBP

EUROPEAN DOLLAR/ BRITISH POUND

EURO POUND

EUR/JPY

EUROPEAN DOLLAR/ JAPANESE YEN

EURO YEN

EUR/CHF

EUROPEAN DOLLAR/ SWISS FRANC

EURO SWISS

GBP/CHF

BRITISH POUND/ SWISS FRANC

POUND SWISS

Margin is the amount of money needed as collateral to open a

CHF/JPY

SWISS FRANC/ JAPANESE YEN

SWISS YEN

position with your broker

GBP/JPY

BRITISH POUND/ JAPANESE YEN

DRAGON
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FOREX MARKET EXPLAINED
In Forex, currencies are quoted in pairs, e.g. EUR/USD.
The first currency is known as the BASE currency while the
second currency is known as the QUOTE currency.
Many traders like to trade major currency pairs due to its high
liquidity and lower in costs such as commissions and spreads.
EUR/USD

USD/JPY

GBP/USD

AUD/USD

USD/CHF

USD/CAD

EUR/JPY

EUR/GBP

Minor FX currency pairs are known as cross or exotic pairs and
the cost of trading these pairs are often higher than the majors
or minors due to the lack of liquidity in these markets.

How to read a currency Quote?
Contrary to what you may think when you begin exploring the forex market, a
bid price is not the price you'll bid when you want to buy a currency pair.
Instead, the two terms are used from the perspective of the forex broker.
From the broker's perspective, when you're the potential buyer, the broker
will ask for a little more than what he might be willing to bid if you were
selling. In the given example, since you're interested in buying EUR, the base
currency, you'll pay the ask, the broker's asking price.
Same concept with money changer.

The commission and spread charged to the traders are usually
higher for these pairs.
AUD/NZD

USD/SGD

USD/NOK

EUR/TRY

GBP/JPY

USD/HKD

Bid

Ask

1.13419

1.13439

EUR/USD
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FOREX MARKET EXPLAINED
Volatility
Volatility refers to the amount of risk associated to the size of expected change.

High volatility means that the value of a security can potentially change drastically over a
short period in either direction. Low volatility means that a security value does not
fluctuate, and price move steadily over time.
It is true that a high volatility currency pair gives a higher and faster return, however, it is
vice versa.

LOW
VOLATILITY

MEDIUM
VOLATILITY

HIGH
VOLATILITY

AUDUSD

EURUSD

GBPJPY

NZDUSD

USDCHF

EURJPY

AUDNZD

USDJPY

GBPUSD

USDSGD

USDCAD

EURGBP

Is high volatility or low volatility
market better for trading?
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FOREX MARKET EXPLAINED
Understanding Pips
Pip
Pip is the short form for “point in percentage” or “price interest point. A pip is a
standardized unit and is the smallest amount by which a currency quote can change, which
is usually $0.0001 for U.S.-dollar related currency pairs, which is more commonly referred to
as 1/100th of 1%, or one basis point. It is usually used to measure the amount of change in
a currency pair.

Reading Forex Pricing
Japanese Yen Pairs
The quote of a FX pair is offered to five digits.

Majority of FX Pairs
The quote of a FX pair is offered to five digits.
345 pips

45.6 pips

45.6 pips

147.456

1.13456
In reality, most traders are only
concerned with 4th decimal place
onwards, ignoring the 5th decimal
(micro pip).

745 pips

0.6 pips

5.6 pips

In reality, most traders are only
concerned with 4th decimal
place onwards, ignoring the 5th
decimal (micro pip).

0.6 pips

5.6 pips
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FOREX MARKET EXPLAINED
Quiz
Write out the pips for the underlined forex prices.
0.79785

0.5 pips__________________________________
1.19685
__________________________________________

1.35328

__________________________________________
120.852
__________________________________________

1.01025
__________________________________________
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FOREX MARKET EXPLAINED

SPREAD
SPREAD

Base Currency: EURO

EUR / USD

Quote Currency: USD

1.12344 / 1.12357
Bid Price
Sell 1 EURO for USD 1.12344

Ask Price
Buy 1 EURO with USD 1.12357

Spread is 1.3 pips

Base Currency: EURO

GBP / AUD

Quote Currency: USD

1.79137 / 1.79167
Bid Price
Sell 1 GBP for AUD 1.79137

Ask Price
Buy 1 GBP with AUD 1.79167

Spread is 3 pips
13
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FOREX MARKET EXPLAINED
Beliefs of Technical Analysis

Technical Analysis
Technical Analysis refers to the study and use of price, volume, candlestick
and other technical indicators to make trading decisions. Technical analyze
believes that past trading activities and price changes are better indictors to
predict future price movements than intrinsic value of the security. Technical
analysis shows investor sentiment, both greed and fear, all in graphic form.
With proper education and knowledge on technical analysis, trading
positions can be taken for both short and long-term trading.

a)

The market discounts everything. This means the price movement that we
see in chart had factored in market events, such as includes economic,
political or psychological variables. Hence, the only thing remaining is the
analysis of price movements, which technical analysts view as the product of
supply and demand.

b)

Prices move in trends. In technical analysis prices of securities tend to move
in observable trends with a tendency to stay in the trend. The trend is
considered to be intact until the trend line is broken. After a trend has been
established, the future price movement is more likely to be in the same
direction as the trend than to be against it. This is where the old adage “the
trend is your friend” comes from, meaning you should trade in the same
direction as the trend.

c)

History repeats itself. The repetitive nature of price movements is often an
attribute to market psychology as well as the study of market dynamics.
Technical traders believe that current or past price action in the market is the
most reliable indicator of future price action. This leads to the study of
support and resistance analysis, chart trading patterns…etc.

TECHNICIAN’S
IS
HAPPENING

FUNDAMENTAL’S
SHOULD
HAPPEN
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FOREX MARKET EXPLAINED
What is economic data?

Key Economic Data and Reports

Economic data is primarily a collection of information on various important aspects
of a country's economy. Economics data are brought out in definite intervals by
authorities who are responsible for such functions.
Examples of the authorities are country’s central banks and governing authorities.

Interest Rate

Why is it important?
The release of economic data to the public create price reaction from investors
and speculators. It is important to understand the impact of the new and data
release so that you can anticipate the volatility and potential price move at
the specified time period.

Most important factor that drives financial markets. We look at how much returns our
investments can give us, interest rates play a part in this. Any comments made by the Central
Bank members gives a view on future interest rates.

Employment Figures
The employment measurements in an economy is a very good indicator of the general health
of the economy. The US Non-Farm Payrolls is released once a month. It indicates not only the
state of the US economy but also affects the world economy. Unemployment rates need to be
considered as new jobs may be created.

Purchasing Manager Index
An indicator of the economic health of the manufacturing sector. It is based on five major
indicators: new orders, inventory levels, production, supplier deliveries and the employment
environment. If the index is more than 50, it is likely for economic expansion. An economic
contraction is likely if the index is less than 50.

Consumer Price Index
A measurement of the general level of prices purchased by households in an economy.
Consumer prices account for overall inflation. Inflation is vital to currency valuation as rising
prices lead the central bank to raise interest rates.
FUNDAMENTAL’S
SHOULD
HAPPEN

https://www.fxstreet.com/economic-calendar
https://www.dailyfx.com/calendar?ref=SubNav
15
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FOREX MARKET EXPLAINED
Buying and Selling
In the Forex order window, traders can choose between 2 options: BUY and SELL.
Unlike equity market, Forex gives you the opportunity to initial trade in both directions.
As a buyer, you are buying a currency in view for price to rise.
In trading, buying also means that you are entering a bullish position, also
known as a “long” position. A buyer closes out his “long” position by selling
back the same units bought.

Buyers Buy Low and Profit at a Higher Price

Alternatively, for a seller, you are selling a currency in view for price to
fall.
In trading, selling also means that you are entering a bearish
position, also known as a “short” position. A buyer closes out his
“short” position by buying back the same units sold.

Sellers Sell High and Profit at a Lower Price
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FOREX MARKET EXPLAINED
There are 2 types of orders, MARKET and PENDING.

Market Order

Pending Order

A market order is an instruction given to your broker to execute
a trade, buy or sell, immediately to the financial instrument of
your choice.
The execution of this order is the immediate opening of a trade
position.

A pending order is used when buying or selling at a pre-defined price in the
future. This order opens a trading position but will only be triggered when the
market price reaches the pre-defined level.
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FOREX MARKET EXPLAINED
Stop Loss and Take Profit Levels

Slippage

Stop Loss

Slippage is the difference between the stated price on your screen versus
the executed price. Slippage usually occur when the market is extremely
volatile due to major announcements causing price to be erratic.

A Stop Loss is used to minimize loss. Whether you are a systemic or price
action trader, a stop loss is compulsory for any trades executed.
Regardless of how good a trader you are, there will be times where price
moves against your trade plan. If price reaches this level, stop loss is
triggered taking your position out of market to reduce further losses.

Slippage
Nil
Negative
Positive

Trailing Stop
Another Stop Loss order is Trailing Stop, it is designed to automatically
adjust to current market price when profitable and will be remain
stationary when price is against you. The distance to trail from market
price can be configured.

Take Profit
A Take Profit order is intended to close an order automatically when the
price reaches the target profit level, securing profits.

Order Price
1.21440
1.21440
1.21440

Filled Price
1.21440
1.21430
1.21450

Difference
0
Negative slippage
Positive slippage

Slippage occurs due to:
•
Illiquid market
•
Periods of high volatility
•
Release of high impact news
•
Imbalance of buyers and sellers
Examples:
1st few seconds into major announcements such as Brexit, 1st few seconds
into NFP (non-farm payroll, announcements by central banks …etc.
Basically news releases that has no clear outcome prior to release,
traders globally speculating at that instance on their views, causing large
influx of buy and sell orders at the same time, causing huge jump in
prices which results in slippages.
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FOREX MARKET EXPLAINED
Types of Pending Order
1

Buy Limit

Queue to BUY BELOW current market price

2

Sell Limit

Queue to SELL ABOVE current market price

3

Buy Stop

Queue to BUY ABOVE current market price

4

Sell Stop

Queue to SELL BELOW current market price

BUY STOP

Expects price to continue going up

SELL STOP

Expects price to continue going down

BUY LIMIT

Expects price to reverse up

SELL LIMIT

Expects price to reverse down
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FOREX MARKET EXPLAINED
Worksheet – Different Types of Forex Orders
Question 1
Upon analysis, Tom feels that this currency pair is a downtrend.
He anticipates that the market will retrace at the resistance level
(yellow line), allowing him a better price entry for a short
position. Which pending order should he use to enter the
market?
A)

Buy Stop

B)

Buy Limit

C)

Sell Stop

D)

Sell Limit
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FOREX MARKET EXPLAINED
Worksheet – Different Types of Forex Orders
Question 2
Upon analysis, Harry feels that this currency pair is an
uptrend. He anticipates that the market will bounce up at the
support level (yellow line), allowing him a better price entry
for a long position. Which pending order should he use to
enter the market?

A)

Buy Stop

B)

Buy Limit

C)

Sell Stop

D)

Sell Limit
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Worksheet – Different Types of Forex Orders
Question 3
Upon analysis, John feels that this currency pair is a
downtrend. However, he needs to have his confirmation
before entering his order. He will be waiting for a breakout at
the support level (yellow line) before entering his short
position. Which pending order should he use to enter the
market?

A)

Buy Stop

B)

Buy Limit

C)

Sell Stop

D)

Sell Limit
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FOREX MARKET EXPLAINED
Worksheet – Different Types of Forex Orders
Question 4
Upon analysis, John feels that this currency pair is an uptrend.
However, he needs to have his confirmation before entering
his order. He will be waiting for a breakout at the resistance
level (yellow line) before entering his short position. Which
pending order should he use to enter the market?

A)

Buy Stop

B)

Buy Limit

C)

Sell Stop

D)

Sell Limit
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Types ofOF
Forex
Orders
TYPES
PRICE
CHARTS, TIMEFRAMES AND TRENDS

TYPES OF PRICE CHARTS,
TIMEFRAMES AND TRENDS
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TYPES OF PRICE CHARTS, TIMEFRAMES AND TRENDS
Price Chart
A price chart is a historical display of prices
over a fixed amount of time. Analyzing price
movements and the price chart can help
traders identify future market trends by
studying charts of past market action.
By analyzing the price chart, technical
analysis is used and this form of analysis will
help to identify market behavior and
patterns that have long been recognized as
significant.
Past patterns tend to repeat themselves
based on historical data. However, for a start,
let us begin by understanding the three main
types of charts used by traders.

Candlestick Chart

Bar Chart

Line Chart

Three Types of Chart
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TYPES OF PRICE CHARTS, TIMEFRAMES AND TRENDS
Candlestick Chart
The Japanese Candlestick Chart is used to illustrate the essential price
data (open, high, low, and close). However, as it is more graphic, it is
actually easier to extract information with regards to price movements
and is extremely effective in analysis and forecasting. Hence, making it
the most ideal chart for most traders to use.

Benefits of Candlestick Charts
1. Determine the current state of the market at a glance.
Just by looking at the color and length of a candlestick, traders
can determine instantly if the market is strengthening
(becoming bullish) or weakening (becoming bearish).
2. See the direction of the market more easily.
On a candlestick chart, the color and shape of the candlestick
can help traders determine if an uptrend is part of bullish
momentum or simply a bearish spike.
3. Identify market patterns quickly.
Candlestick charts display specific bullish and bearish reversal
patterns that cannot be seen on other charts.
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TYPES OF PRICE CHARTS, TIMEFRAMES AND TRENDS
Candlestick Chart - Timeframes

5M = 5 Minutes Chart

H1 = 1 Hourly Chart

D1 = Daily Chart

Each candlestick represents a period of 5
minutes trading, price movement.

Each candlestick represents a period of 1 hour
trading, price movement.

Each candlestick represents a period of 1 day
trading, price movement.
27
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TYPES OF PRICE CHARTS, TIMEFRAMES AND TRENDS
Choosing Time frame to trade

Time Frame

Time Horizon /
Holding Duration

5 min

Intraday (Same day open, same day close)

15 min

Intraday (Same day open, same day close)

1 hour

Intraday (Same day open, same day close)

4 hour

Within a week

1 day/ Daily

Within a week to a month

1 week/ Weekly

Weeks to months

Less

Reliability of signal

More
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TYPES OF PRICE CHARTS, TIMEFRAMES AND TRENDS
Market Trend

Phases in up or down trend

A trend is a tendency for prices to move in a particular
direction over a period. Trends can be long term, short
term, upward, downward and even sideways.

When a trend is established, it moves in a general direction but it does not move in a
straight line. In reality, prices will still fluctuate up and down with varied volatility but still
moving in the general direction.
When price moves along in the same direction as overall trend, we call it trending or in
the phase of trend continuation.
When price moves in the opposite direction of the overall trend, it is in the phase of
market correction or retracement.
At times, price retracement may move more sideways than in the opposite direction of
overall trend, this is the phase of consolidation or range.

Trend types
Uptrend

Bullish

Downtrend

Bearish

Range

Sideways

Major trend

Overall big picture

Minor

Part of the major trend

Range

Trend continuation

Trend continuation

Retracement
Overall bullish trend
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TYPES OF PRICE CHARTS, TIMEFRAMES AND TRENDS
Higher high
Higher high

How to identify an uptrend?
The trend should be obvious at a glance on the
chart. (If trend is not obvious, you may be
seeing a consolidating market but with very
large range of tops and bottoms. This situation
often happens when market is anticipating
outcome of announcement. For example, Brexit
discussion)
Generally, the structure of the trend can be
identified with market swing ( turning points),
and where does the market swings occur.

Higher high

Higher high
Higher low

Higher high
Higher low

Higher high Higher low
Lower high

Higher low

Lower high
Lower low

Higher high

Higher low

Higher low
Lower low

Up trend
In an uptrend, we must be able to identify:
1. Higher highs on swings
2. Higher lows on swings

Minor trend
Higher low

Lower low but still higher low in
comparison to overall trend low
Major trend

Start of trend, low point
30
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TYPES OF PRICE CHARTS, TIMEFRAMES AND TRENDS

Down trend
In an down trend, we must be able to identify:
1. Lower highs on swings
2. Lower lows on swings

Lower high
Lower high

Lower high
Lower low

Retracement
Lower low

Lower high
Range
Lower low
Lower high

Major trend
Lower low

Lower low
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TYPES OF PRICE CHARTS, TIMEFRAMES AND TRENDS

Range
In an ranging market. There is no clear direction.
Range / consolidating market can be small or large in
terms of price distance between high and low points.
There is no clear structure of higher highs / lows or
lower highs / lows. At times the range top and bottom
can be clear.

1

2
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Market Trend RESISTANCE, AND CHART PATTERNS
SUPPORT,

SUPPORT, RESISTANCE,
AND CHART PATTERNS
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SUPPORT, RESISTANCE, AND CHART PATTERNS
Support

Common misconception of Support and Resistance

When price declines to a certain price point, buyers will become
more inclined to buy as they feel that it is now “cheap” to do so.
The sellers on the other hand will feel that it is too cheap to sell
thus less inclined to selling. When price declines to certain price
point, the demand from buyers may eventually overwhelm the
sellers in the market, pushing the price up and creating a “floor”
price.
This “floor” price is called a support level.

Misconception 1

Resistance

Your S/R (support and resistance) levels should always be drawn across the exact
highs or lows of price bars – This is perhaps the biggest myth that traders have about
drawing levels on their charts. Often times, support and resistance are more
“zones” than exact “levels”, sometimes you will have a key level that is indeed an
exact level, but more often than not we are going to be drawing our support and
resistance lines midway through bar tails or even through the body of a bar
sometimes.

Resistance is the opposite of support. Resistance is the price level
at which selling is thought to be strong enough to prevent the
price from rising further, creating a price “ceiling”. This happens
will price rise up to the extend where most traders deemed it too
“expensive” to buy and sellers feel it’s a good price to start selling.

S/R is useful, I should have as many of them on my chart to know where price may
reverse. Many traders fall into this trap, they end up taking an hour to draw on every
little level they can find. What they end up with is a really messy chart that basically
does more harm than good. You need to learn to draw only the significant levels on
your charts, then you’ll have a useful framework to work from.
Misconception 2

Misconception 3
Using S/R levels that are way too far back. If you are an hourly chart trader, what you
need could be levels that are 1 to 3 months ago, not any longer than that.
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SUPPORT, RESISTANCE, AND CHART PATTERNS
How to identify areas in chart to draw support and resistance?
To identify Support / Resistance levels, we have to take
into account of the following:
1. Significant turning points (including candle patterns)
2. Level / zone with multiple touch points that reflects
price bounce
3. Market structure
4. Timeframe

Major trend line

Type of support / resistance line
• Horizontal – This straight line in an extremely
important part of trading which many struggling
traders overlooked due to its simplicity. This line acts
as a guide to the zone that price may potentially
change from its current course, providing trading
opportunities.
• Trendline – It is the slope that is typically used to
connect market swings. It provides a clearer picture of
market structure, and often used for chart patterns.

Minor trend line

As a rule of thumb, the support and resistance level will be more reliable on larger timeframe.
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How to identify areas in chart to draw support and resistance?
Focusing on the following points:
turned into

A) Multiple touch points
B) Turning points of price
previous resistance level

future support level
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SUPPORT, RESISTANCE, AND CHART PATTERNS
Practice 1
Draw the appropriate:
•
•
•
•

trendlines
support
resistance
listing which trendline is major or minor.
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SUPPORT, RESISTANCE, AND CHART PATTERNS
Practice 2
Draw the appropriate:
•
•
•
•

trendlines
support
resistance
listing which trendline is major or minor.
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SUPPORT, RESISTANCE, AND CHART PATTERNS

Practice 3
Part A
Draw the appropriate:
•
•
•
•

trendlines
support
resistance
listing which trendline is major or minor.

Part B

From the drawn lines done in part A, identify
and indicate what are the candle patterns
you see at turning points of the chart.
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What is chart pattern?
Chart patterns or price patterns are patterns formed within the price chart. Most of them can be easily identified when S / R and trendlines are drawn. They
are used to for signaling reversal or continuation of the current trend, and to identify entry and exit points of a position.
Chart patterns are formed over time and consist of multiple candlesticks. Chart patterns are the foundational building blocks of technical analysis.
They repeat themselves in the market time and time again and are relatively easy to spot. These basic patterns appear on every timeframe and can, therefore,
be used by scalpers, day traders, swing traders, position traders and investors.

Flags
They are usually seen right after a quick huge move followed by price
consolidation for a period of time before taking off again in the same direction.
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Ascending and Descending Triangle
Horizontal upper trendline and up-sloping lower trendline.
Most people trade it with price break above the upper trendline signals a buy opportunity, while a break below the lower trendline signals a sell opportunity
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Rectangles
Horizontal upper and lower trendlines.
As the name suggest, this pattern is made up of a series of candlesticks during time of consolidation, forming a flattish resistance and support
line which results in a rectangular pattern.
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SUPPORT, RESISTANCE, AND CHART PATTERNS
Practice 1
Draw the S/ R and chart patterns that you can identify.
Based on your observation, if you have discovered something on chart that is interesting to you, write down a brief of what you saw.
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SUPPORT, RESISTANCE, AND CHART PATTERNS
Practice 2
Draw the S/ R and chart patterns that you can identify.
Based on your observation, if you have discovered something on chart that is interesting to you, write down a brief of what you saw.
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SUPPORT, RESISTANCE, AND CHART PATTERNS
Practice 3
Draw the S/ R and chart patterns that you can identify.
Based on your observation, if you have discovered something on chart that is interesting to you, write down a brief of what you saw.
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Reading Candlestick
High

Scenario Example (Price Gain):

High

Candle wick / Shadow

1) When EUR/USD current candlestick opens at 1.1300
2) Shortly after, price fell from 1.1300 to 1.1200.

Close

3) Within the trading period of the candlestick, price touched 1.1700 and it was
the highest it went.

Open

4) Finally, the candlestick closed at the price of 1.1500.

3. High of 1.1700

Candle body
4. Close at 1.1500

Open
Close

1. Open at 1.1300
2. Low of 1.1200

Low

Candle wick / Shadow

Low
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Long bodies indicate strong buying or selling.
The longer the body is, the more intense the
buying or selling pressure.
Short bodies imply very little buying or selling
activity.

Upper shadows signify the session high.
Lower shadows signify the session low.
Long upper shadow indicates buyers were
strong, but sellers drove prices down, back to
near its open price.
The opposite shows a long lower shadow.
Doji candles indicates indecision.
Buyers and sellers were not able to gain control.
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Neutral

What did the candlestick say?

Neutral or indecisive candles.
Strength between buyers and sellers are
relatively equal. No directional biasness.

Keeping DEMAND VS SUPPLY in mind.
Prices on candlesticks are reflection of demand and supply.

If demand (buying) exceeds supply (selling), price will move higher.
Forming bullish candlesticks.

Slight Directional Bias

The larger the bullish candle, the stronger is the strength of buying up.

Weak directional biasness.
If demand (buying) equals supply (selling), price will stay the same.
Forming neutral candlesticks.

Strong Directional Bias
Strong directional biasness.
Large candlesticks are deemed to move
decisively towards a certain direction.

If supply (selling) exceeds demand (buying), price will move lower.
Forming Bearish candlesticks.
The larger the bearish candle, the stronger is the strength of sell down.

The 4 key types that all traders must know!
1) Neutral / Uncertain
2) Slight Directional Bias
3) Strong Directional Bias / Decisive
4) Reversal
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Single Candlestick Patterns
Pinbar
Doji
Sign of market is “exhausted”
It doesn't mean an immediate reversal!
Commonly misuse and misinterpretation for reversal.

Considered a doji but with a unique difference.
This candle pattern is powerful when applied correction.
It carries higher odds of indicating a possible reversal!
Can be used for major trend reversal or reversal for trend continuation.
When combined with the right trade setup, it can turn into a reliable trading strategy.
Better with larger timeframe.

Marubozu (Long body)
A marubozu is a single candlestick
pattern which has a very long body
compared to other candles.
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Double Candlestick Patterns
Piercing Pattern

Engulfing Pattern

Inside Bar Pattern

This pattern is similar to the engulfing with
the difference that this one does not
completely engulfs the previous candle. A
common benchmark to determine a valid
piercing is when the new candle close at least
50% in the opposite direction of the previous
bar. Please use in conjunction with proper
trade setup like support, resistance or other
trading indicators.

This pattern occurs when a candle's body
completely engulfs the body of the
previous candle. Please use in conjunction
with proper trade setup like support,
resistance or other trading indicators.

An inside bar indicates a time of indecision or
consolidation. Inside bars typically occur as a market
consolidates after making a large directional move,
they can also occur at turning points in a market and at
key decision points like major support/resistance
levels.
Candle body and wicks of new bar must be within
length of previous bar.

Inside Bar
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Evening Star

Three Candlestick Patterns

Evening Star

Doji

Morning star / Evening star
The Morning star (Bullish) pattern starts with a bullish candle that is long, and it is
usually the last candle of the previous bullish trend. Then it continues with a very
small candle that could sometimes even be a Doji star. The third candle of the
pattern is bear candle. Opposite of this pattern is Evening star (Bearish).

Morning Star

Please use in conjunction with proper trade setup like support, resistance or
other trading indicators.
Pin Bar

Three candle pattern is often a maturity of price formation from either a single
candle pattern or double candle pattern.

Inside Bar
Evening Star
Pin Bar

Morning star (Bullish)

Evening star (Bearish)

Piercing

Bullish Engulfing
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Practice
Identify and list out the valid candle patterns with significance from the chart.

1

2
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CANDLESTICKS, CANDLE PATTERNS AND PRICE PSYCHOLOGY
Identify and list out the valid candle patterns with significance from the chart.

3
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Reversal Candle
This candle type is most of the time found in swing top and bottom.
Small or no candle body and has a long wick.
Based on the candle formation, it shows a change of tide between the fight bulls and
bears.
The longer the wick, the more significant.
For candle with very short wick, it is neutral carrying lower probability of price reversal.

Based on the diagram and price movement,
is it more bullish or bearish?
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Pin Bar
Pin bar is a single candle pattern that represents a sharp reversal in price.
Hence often identified with a very small candle body and a very long tail.
Because price had rebounded strongly in the price zone and eventually
forming the tail, there is a higher probability of price continuing to move in
the opposite direction of the candle tail.
The longer the tail, the stronger the signal. At times, the candle body may
be in the opposite direction or without candle body which looks like a long
legged doji. These are acceptable variance to a pin bar.

What determines a valid pin bar to take as a signal?
Pin bars can be found in many areas of the price chart hence taking trades solely by spotting pin
bars will get you into trouble.
Remember what you are trying to achieve with trading a pin bar. If it is for reversal, this would
mean the price would have to retrace after a swing or price had peaked. These are the 2 areas
you would want to trade the signals. Anywhere along the chart other than the 2 above mentioned
areas should be filtered out.
If you are not too experienced in trading, do look for trends at take trends only in the same trend
direction. This would mean you will be executing swing trades.

How to trade the Pin Bar
The most common method is to enter a into a trade once the price had
closed confirming the formation of pin bar (immediate open price / 1 bar
after pin bar.) (Aggressive)
The 2nd option is to put a limit order within the pin bar. Some traders have
a simple rule of 50% of pin bar total length, some 30%, but more prudent
traders might try to reference with recent support / resistance or previous
bars before deciding which price level to place their limit buy order.
(Conservative)

Key points:
• When price is trending, WAIT for RETRACEMENT and lookout for pin bar to form.
(Quality of pin bar matters. This involves considering volatility. Overall, you will want to see
pin bar with longer tail.
• When price is trending, observe duration of price trend. If trend had been trending for a
longer period of time, the probability of price pushing on is weaker, a strong retracement will
be expected. Hence if you wish to take a reversal trade using pin bar, also observe if price is
in the area of major support or resistance. This will add to the probability of price reversing.
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Reasons for the following:

Pin Bar – Picking your trades wisely

C
•
•

Bear pin in trend direction
Bear pin after resistance tested and near resistance

D
E
E

•

•
•

Bear pin in trend direction
Bear pin after resistance tested and near resistance

Bear pin in trend direction
but formed too early,
without prior consolidation
is risky to take.

Reasons for the following:

A

D

•
•

Weak bull pin
Not in trend direction

A

C
B

B

•
•

X

•
•

Bull pin in trend direction
Bull pin formed after tested support
and formed close to support
Bull pin in trend direction
Bull pin formed from tested trendline support
and closing within horizontal range

X
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Practice 1
1. Draw your Support, Resistance, Trendlines
2. Identify and circle out Pin Bars.
3. List which Pin Bars you would have traded and why.
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Practice 2
1. Draw your Support, Resistance, Trendlines
2. Identify and circle out Pin Bars.
3. List which Pin Bars you would have traded and why.
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Practice 3
1. Draw your Support, Resistance, Trendlines
2. Identify and circle out Pin Bars.
3. List which Pin Bars you would have traded and why.
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TECHNICAL INDICATORS OVERVIEW
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TECHNICAL INDICATORS OVERVIEW
What is a technical indicator?

What is wrong with this setup?

Technical indicator is a mathematical calculation based on
historic price or volume that aims to forecast financial
market direction.
Technical indicators are fundamental part of technical
analysis and are typically plotted as a chart pattern to try to
predict the market trend.

How is a technical indicator used?
Indicators generally overlay on price chart data to indicate
where the price is going, or whether the price is in an
"overbought" condition or an "oversold" condition.
You absolutely do not need to use any indicators to be
successful in trading!
Should you wish to incorporate indicators as part of your
trading strategy, be absolute sure of how you want to use it
and to create rules that can be defined, stick to those rules
when you trade.
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TECHNICAL INDICATORS OVERVIEW
What are the commonly used technical indicators?
MACD - Moving Average Convergence Divergence
Stochastics
RSI – Relative Strength Index
Bollinger Band
ATR – Average True Range
Moving Average
Parabolic Sars

Categorising the indicators

Support and Resistance indicators
Fibonacci
Pivots
Fractals

Question: Why is it important to know the function of the indicator?

Momentum
Stochastics
RSI – Relative Strength Index

Volume
Bollinger Band
ATR – Average True Range
Trend
Moving Average
Parabolic Sars
MACD - Moving Average Convergence Divergence
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Moving Average
The first thing to note about the moving average is that it’s a
lagging indicator. This means that it’s based on past price action.
The moving average line on chart acts as a visual guide to the
trader to identify if market is trending or not.
There are two basic types of moving averages – the simple
moving average (SMA) and the exponential moving average
(EMA). As the name implies, the simple moving average is a
simple average of a currency pair’s movement over time. The
exponential moving average on the other hand gives greater
weight to more recent price action.
How is it used?
Generally, Two moving averages are used at the same time. One
with a smaller parameter than the other. In the chart is an
example with SMA20 and SMA50. Since the SMA50 averages out
the past 50 candlesticks, it is smoother and less sensitive to price
change compared to the SMA20.
When SMA20 from below crosses above the SMA50, it generates
a buy signal and vice versa when SMA20 from above crosses
below the SMA50, it is a sell signal.
Note of caution:
Should you trade the signals during a range market, you will most probably end up buying at high or selling at low and with the market turning against you. To protect yourself, always identify if
there is a trend, if there is, only take signals that are along with the trend. Do not forget to incorporate candlesticks pattern and S / R.
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MACD
The Moving Average Convergence/Divergence indicator is
a momentum oscillator primarily used to trade trends.
Although it is an oscillator, it is not typically used to
identify over bought or oversold conditions.
MACD crossing above zero is considered bullish, while
crossing below zero is bearish. Secondly, when MACD
turns up from below zero it is considered bullish.
It is also used to identify converging and diverging
opportunities, comparing price and macd.
Another way traders use it is by trading the macd fan. If
the fan is above 0 and starting to turn downwards, this
might be an opportunity to short. If fan is below 0 and
turning up, to go for long trades.

converging

Note of caution:
Should you trade the signals during a range market, you will
most probably end up buying at high or selling at low and with
the market turning against you. Do not forget to incorporate
candlesticks pattern and S / R.
Usually, once the macd forms a large fan, should price
move in the opposite direction, the duration of price
move is last longer.
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Contraction / Low Volume

Bollinger Band
Bollinger Bands shows the levels of different highs and lows that a
price has reached in a particular duration and also its relative
strength, where highs are near to the upper line and lows are near
to lower line. The bandwidth widens and narrows depending on
volatility. In high volatility, the band would widen and if the
volatility decreases, then the band would narrow.
On the chart, default Bollinger Band value of 20,2 is used. The
center line is a SMA20 while the upper and lower lines are standard
deviation of 2 from the past 20 candlesticks.

Expansion / High Volume

Contrary to what other teaches, we do not advocate using upper
or lower lines as reversal signals. Price can always go higher or
lower after price touches the top / lower BB lines.
Consider using Bollinger Bands as part of your trade setup to know
when is a better timing to enter your trade and to optimize your
risk to reward.
Pay attention when Bollinger Band is contracting BUT do take note
of the time of day when contraction happens. Contraction during
active trading hours is preferred.
What you are anticipating is a surge in price after a period of
consolidation.

Expansion / High Volume

Contraction / Low Volume
Contraction / Low Volume
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Stochastics
The stochastics indicator shows us information
about momentum and trend strength. It analyses
price movements and tells us how fast and how
strong the price moves.

Generally, traders would say that a Stochastic over
80 means that the price is overbought and when
the Stochastic is below 20, the price is considered
oversold. And what traders then mean is that an
oversold market has a high chance of going down
and vice versa. This is wrong and very dangerous!
Should you trade the signals, please be mindful if
there is reasonable amount of trading volume at
time of trading. With sufficient volatility gives you
the price distance for a reasonable risk to
reward. In addition to that, do take note if price is
trending and is trend is strong, it is advisable not
to take trade signals of the opposite direction of
trend. Do not forget to incorporate candlesticks
pattern and S / R.
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Fibonacci Retracement
Arguably the most heavily used Fibonacci tool is the
Fibonacci Retracement. To calculate the Fibonacci
Retracement levels, a significant low to a significant high
should be found. From there, prices should retrace the
initial difference (low to high or high to low) by a ratio of
the Fibonacci sequence, generally the 23.6%, 38.2%, 50%,
61.8%, or the 76.4% retracement.
How to apply?
Start point and end point of Fibonacci retracement will be
from a significant swing low to high on a potential uptrend.
For downtrend, start point will be swing high to a swing
low.
Concept towards trading:
When price makes a significant move up, price will often
retrace down before a continuation of another swing up.
The Fibonacci ratios / levels are used as possible price area
where price will reverse back up towards the main trend.
This is an example based on uptrend. Refer to the 2
diagrams for illustration.
Note: When price retraces towards the ratios, look at the
formation of candlesticks along with recent S/R to
identify higher probability trades. Good to study the
behavior of the pair you are trading to understand in
most cases, does retracement and reversal occur mostly
at 50%, 61.8% …etc.
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BASIC TRADE MANAGEMENT
Where to place stop loss?
One of the simplest methods for where to place a stop loss order when holding a long position is to put it below a swing
low, below a support level or below a significant candlestick(s) pattern. A swing low occurs when the price falls and then
bounces. It shows the price found support at that level. You want to be trading in the direction of the trend.

Swing Low

Significant Candle

Support / Resistance

Resistance

Stop Loss
Entry Price

Entry Price
Entry Price

Swing Low
Stop Loss

Stop Loss
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When to enter a trade?

Aggressive

For a start, we will be exploring how to enter a trade based on 2 characteristics.
1) Aggressive
2) Conservative
Aggressive
Entering a trade on 1st sight of potential setup.
Heavy reliance on a single or double closed candlestick pattern.
Though deemed as an aggressive style of trade, it does not mean trading with no rules. Application
of S / R and other trading decision making factors is still compulsory.
Pros: In the market earlier for larger target profit range, less amount of stop loss required.
Cons: Higher probability of failure should setup did not play out as planned. This means higher
chance of losing trades, more stopped outs.

Conservative
Waiting for confirmation candles after sighting of potential trade setup.
In most cases, to wait for 1 candle closing after the trade setup, in the same direction of the
intended trade. For example, after a inside bar setup or a 3 bar reversal setup, do not enter trade
yet. If next candlestick closed in the intended direction, then trade at open of new candlestick.
Same trading rules apply along with the application of S / R and other trading decision making
factors is still compulsory.
Pros: Since confirmation candle closed in the intended direction of the setup sighted, this means
the trade has a higher chance of continuing in the intended direction.
Cons: Due to the delay, entry price will be late and the stop loss required for the trade will be
larger. This means higher chance of winning trades but once a loss occurred, the amount loss will
be large. Some trades will be skipped if the confirmation candle moves too far, the amount of risk
(stop loss) compared to profit target would not make sense to take the trade.

Inside bar (2 candle pattern)
Enter trade at open of
candlestick right after inside bar
formed

Enter trade at open
Pin bar of candlestick right
after Pin bar formed

Conservative

Inside bar (2 candle pattern)
If next candle after Inside bar
closed bullish, then take a trade
at next bar open.

Pin bar

If next candle after
Pin bar closed bullish,
then take a trade at
next bar open.
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Where to set profit target?
Generally, there will be 4 considerations when deciding the suitability of a profit target.
1. Is trend in the same direction as overall trend (depending on your timeframe)
2. Risk to reward ratio
3. The S / R (major and minor) that can be your target or your possible obstacle to target
4. The strength of price move in the direction of your trade

Overall downtrend

Daily Chart

Risk

Major resistance

Minor
resistance
Nearest resistance / obstacle
to clear before price can
reach profit target

Risk : Reward
1:3

Intraday trading, 5m charts …etc
your focus can be downtrend
when overall trend is up.

Risk : Reward
1:5
Risk
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What is a trading plan?

What is required in your trading plan?

The main idea of the trading plan is to develop a set of rules that you are going
to adhere to and how you are going to implement them.
It can also be the process flow of your trading strategy based on what conditions
must be fulfilled and the next action to be taken.

1. What style of trading / strategy? Is it trend following, reversal trading, scalping,
range trading, breakout …etc?
2. Develop rules on what conditions need to be met that is appropriate for the chosen
strategy. For a trend following strategy, how must price behave to meet the
condition of a trend being present? If no trend is identified, what’s next?
3. Decide on a suitable timeframe that matches your lifestyle. If you have limited time
to spare for trading, you might want to consider trading 4h or daily chart.
4. Does your strategy involve technical indicators? If so, set rules of what conditions
must be met to qualify as a signal. It must be clear to prevent a trading situation
where you need to assume its validity.
5. Does your strategy involve price action or other price related conditions? Again, list
down the qualifying conditions and stick to it.
6. How much do you want to risk per trade in comparison to your trading capital. How
does this rule affect your stop loss per trade?
7. What is the maximum number of trades will you allow yourself to hold at any given
time?
8. What is the minimum risk to reward in order to qualify as a trade to take? Based on
my strategy, if my minimum is less than 1:3 risk to reward, I will not take the trade.

Why you need to develop a trading plan?
Once you have the rules written, it is much easier to apply them as there is a
clear plan of action on how they need to be followed. In addition to this, a
trading plan can help you analyze the market better and apply your analysis
to your trading strategy.
A trading plan can prevent you from making rash, irreversible decisions something that is particularly useful when emotions start to come into play.
They stop you making silly mistakes.
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Trading plan using price action and S/R

Is trend present?

No

Do nothing

New swing high formed with
decent length and retracement.
Price returned to A.

Monitor price at A and lookout for:
1. Slowdown of price towards consolidation
2. Candlestick patterns

Yes
New swing high length is only a
short distance from old swing high.
If there is a valid setup formed from candlestick
pattern, execute trade on a 1:2 or 1:3 risk to reward.

For uptrend, plot the most recent
swing high and/or resistance level.
If price breaks up from the most
recent resistance, this level is your

Price went too far ahead and did
not come back to A.

area

setup up
and we shall name
this A. As price continues to go
higher and forming new swing high,
we name this part B.

Once B is formed, we will wait for price to retrace back into A.
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New swing high formed
B becomes A

Ladder Trading Strategy

B

New swing high formed
B becomes A
New swing high formed
B becomes A

New swing high formed
A becomes B

B

B turned to new A

B
B
B turned to new A

A
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Ladder Trading Strategy
List down your A and B level
Are there any trades you would have taken based on ladder system?
If you have traded based on ladder, where and why?
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Ladder Trading Strategy
Price move after breaking out of swing high, short distance

Reasonable price move after breaking high,
reasonable amount of retracement

Price move after breaking out of swing high, short distance

Retracement too fast. No setup formed.

Reasonable price move after breaking high,
reasonable amount of retracement
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Ladder Trading Strategy Practice

1.
2.
3.
4.

List down your A and B level
Are there any trades you would have taken based on ladder system?
If you have traded based on ladder, where and why?
Indicate where you would have traded, your stop loss and profit target.
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Trading plan using price action with Fibonacci retracement and S/R
Is trend present?

No

Do nothing
Wait for price to retrace into the Fibonacci ratios.
Observe price movements near or within the ratios.

Yes

Trend present but looks mature
(3 or more cycles of swing high and low)

Monitor price within the ratios and lookout for:
1. Candlestick patterns
2. S / R level
3. Volatility of price move

1st significant move or early trend
(1 to 2 cycles of swing high and low)
Plot S / R levels, trendline from recent prices
and also on recent swing points.

Speed of price retracement
Plot Fibonacci retracement from
swing low to swing high

If fast / strong candlestick

Signs of retracement slowing and eventually
forming candlestick pattern setup
(even better if setup is within S/R zone)

Skip that level and observe further

Enter a trade if there is an opportunity
for a risk to reward of 1:3.
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Price Action + Fibonacci trade example. EUR/USD 30M
Target Profit

Recent resistance level / zone
Target Profit

Current swing high
After this retracement is formed,
can confirm where is swing high.

Reward

Entry Price
Enter trade after formation of inside bar (conservative) or
Enter trade after pinbar (aggressive)

Risk
Stop Loss

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Previous swing low = current start point

Strong pullback forming similar setup as pinbar
Inside bar combo formed
Support line firmed after multiple test and bounce
Previous trend is up
Tested and bounce from 50% Fibonacci ratio
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PRICE ACTION TRADING STRATEGIES
Price Action + Fibonacci trade example. USD/JPY 4H

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

3 candle reversal setup
Recent resistance (minor)
Fresh chart pattern breakout
3 candle formed on Fibonacci ratio
Decisive bear bar after 3 candle reversal setup
Stop Loss
Risk
Entry Price
Entry Price

Enter trade right after 3 bar
reversal setup (Aggressive)
Enter trade only when a bear
bar is formed after 3 bar
reversal setup (Conservative)

Reward

Target Profit
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PRICE ACTION TRADING STRATEGIES
Price Action + Fibonacci Practice 1
Explain in writing on your trading decision
and including a list of what you have
observed leading to your decision. Also
indicate where is your entry price, stop
loss and target profit.

Recent resistance level / zone
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PRICE ACTION TRADING STRATEGIES
Price Action +
Fibonacci Practice 2
Explain in writing on your trading decision
and including a list of what you have
observed leading to your decision. Also
indicate where is your entry price, stop
loss and target profit.

No obvious support line
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CLOSING NOTE

CLOSING NOTE
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CLOSING NOTE
Reasons why profitable traders fail at some point
Over confidence with folds of profit. Blinded by feeling of “trading is
easy”. Starts to spend less focus on analysis and homework. Starts
to lack discipline, disregarding trading plan and begins trading pairs
that are new as long as “opportunity” is spotted at a glance.

Trading skill improved with
screen time and patience
Discipline approach to
trade using defined plan
and strategies

Continued bad habits. Heavy
losses incurred as most trades
ends up as losers.

Humble beginning,
to learn and follow
Continued erroneous
trading approach and ends
up with nett losses. Might
bust account and stop
trading.
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CLOSING NOTE
TRADING CONSISTENCY
• Create and follow your trading plan / strategy.
• Understand your strategy well and importantly, know what is the type of market conditions that will work to your favour.
• Be disciplined in your approach to trading and do not allow your emotions overtake your trading decisions.
• This is a major factor that separates a consistently profitable trader and a profitable trader but not consistent.
• Without proper control, you may end up into rage trading and trading irresponsibly, ending up with losses even if you have a great strategy.
• Exercise patience in trading. Do not develop a habit of FOMO (fear of missing out). If you have missed the setup and priced had moved on, let it go.
Do not chase price and take unnecessary risk.
• Always have a stop loss placed for every single trade. For starters if you are not confident to put your stops, it is ok to put a larger stop loss and trade
a smaller size to compensate for the stop loss amount.
• Do not be afraid of being stopped out. It is part and parcel of trading. Accept the loss and review your trades to understand where had went wrong and
if your trade decision was right. At times, your trade decision may not be wrong! It is still taken as a good trade though it was stopped.
• Do not put unrealistic stop loss that is so tight just because you are afraid of the loss incurred. If this happens, you must change your mindset of
accepting stop loss. In addition to that, if the amount at risk is too large that it makes you uncomfortable, downsize your trade and widen the stop to a
level that makes sense.
• Trading for profits is not a race, it is more like a marathon. In order to sustain and grow long term, you cannot afford to make too many irresponsible
mistakes that drastically affects your trading capital.
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CLOSING NOTE

THANK YOU!
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